PEGylated Nanoemulsions for Oral Delivery: Role of the Inner Core on the Final Fate of the Formulation.
Since the past decade, there has been growing interest to grant nanoparticles with diffusion properties across mucosae. In this sense, the nonionic block copolymer Pluronic F127 (PF127) has emerged as a promising coating agent to formulate mucus-penetrating particles. In the journey to find efficient coating agents, researchers have focused more on the effect of the coating agent architecture rather than on the role of the physicochemical properties of the nanoparticle used as the substrate. The current knowledge about mucodiffusive particles is in general based on model-like nanoparticles, such as polystyrene or poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid nanoparticles, but there is a lack of information about the potential of PF127 on other colloidal systems. This work aims to shed some light on this issue by selecting three oils, palm (solid), coconut (semisolid), and wheat germ (liquid), with different physicochemical properties to formulate PF127-coated nanoemulsions. The obtained nanoemulsions were characterized, and their colloidal stability was tested. Their diffusion capacity was determined by particle tracking after challenging the nanoemulsions across an intestinal porcine mucus layer. In accordance with the evidence of model-like nanoparticles, our results state that PF127 allows mucodiffusion, but its effectiveness as a coating agent clearly depends on the physicochemical properties of the nanostructure core over which PF127 is placed. Among other physicochemical properties, the results certainly showed that the hydrophobic character of the nanostructure core emerges as a critical factor in the formulation of successful PF127 coatings.